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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Local Author Launches New Book
“Moonlight and Moss” Available for Pre-order Now
20 May 2018 | Youngsville, North Carolina – “Moonlight and Moss,” by local author Kim Beall, to be
released on May 31, is available for pre-order through local or online booksellers now. The Contemporary
Southern Gothic Fantasy is a follow-on to the author’s previous novel about the quirky southern town of
Woodley, USA and may be enjoyed as a stand-alone novel or as a sequel to the author’s previous work
“Seven Turns.”
Woodley, USA is a fictional town that may resemble many small, Southern towns, but it cannot be found
on any ordinary map. The denizens of Beall’s novels would tell you that if you ever do find it, it will be
because you are meant to be there.
An Amazon reviewer says of the author’s previous work: “Seven Turns isn't just a story. It's an
introduction to a whole new world to explore...There are a lot of likable characters and the book ends
cleanly with the plot completed but still leaving a whole world, and its people, left to learn about. You get
to the end of this story but you still want to learn more...”
Author Kim Beall has lived in Youngsville for thirty years and does most of her writing at the Wake
Forest Coffee Shop. She is currently drafting the third of what she believes will be a total of seven novels
in the Woodley, USA story cycle.
Author photos, high-resolution cover art, and sell sheets referencing the works’ ISBN numbers may be
downloaded from the author’s online media kit at www.kimbeall.com/press. The author maintains a blog
at KimBeall.com/blog or maybe be followed on Facebook: facebook.com/kimbeallauthor or Twitter:
@KimBeallsGhost. The publisher, KrystalRose Press, may be contacted via krystalrose.com/press or
press@krystalrose.com.
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